
TRUEARTH CASE ANALYSIS

a market research case study on TruEarth for introduction of new product.

By foregoing the release of the pizza kit, the company can focus solely on Cucina Fresca. Alternative 2 and 3
had a total score of  As I said in the previous question, pizzas in general have a big market which is, of course,
a positive feature. What advice would you give to TruEarth management in terms of the new product launch?
The concept of the new pizza line would be a pizza with a whole grain curst and high quality toppings that is
fresher than frozen pizza, healthier than take-out, and easily customizable. The ultimately goal for TruEarth is
to identify the right alternative that will best support the maximum sales revenue growth and profit. Which
pizza attributes may determine a success, and which ones may be problematic? Fresh pasta environment is
where TruEarth strives and has a strong staple in. However, in what concerns social factors, the same cannot
be said. It is now a healthy selection for a family that has health as one of the key attributes during food
selection. Also, the packaging with recommendations and cooking instructions made it easier for customers to
prepare their meals. This would pose a high threat of taste benchmark that might result in customers losing
their interest in the new pizza line. From a marketing plan, alternative 2 best suit TruEarth as it continues to
focus on attracting health conscious consumers to this brand name. The top dislike attribute for favorable to
concept is retail price is too expensive. Make an order now! Three alternatives were identified with the
purpose of evaluating which one will best help TruEarth generate the maximum revenue and profit. In
addition, as discussed above, established whole grain pizza products from famous restaurant chains can
become a real challenge of taste for the new pizza line. The excess returns can be reinvested into the firm and
used to expand our manufacturing facilities or further extend our product line. There was and still is a growing
demand for meals that can replace home cooked food but, at the same time, there was an increasingly concern
about unhealthy carbohydrates. In order to better understand why Cucina Fresca was such a success, we
should make an external analysis focusing on the macro environment where the company is involved. For
TruEarth, the product extension of whole grain pizza must boost overall revenue and customer awareness of
the healthy selection. Marketing Management Maria Ana Henriques 3. We use cookies to give you the best
experience possible. Therefore, I believe the first mover advantage in this market is not as significant as in
fresh pasta market.


